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It is with sadness I report the death of Gary Morical, a
member from the Southth West Zone. He was flying his
Kitfox on Friday, May 8 , 2015 when he crashed and was
killed. Gary was a navigator with PEP Air – CASARA and
also volunteered to be a trainer with the Boundary Bay
based CVT. He was 67 and has been a member since
2001. Our condolences go out to his wife and family.
Again, it has been a hectic time since early April. I
attended a meeting in Kamloops to view a new program
that will be a considerable help to us and GSAR not to
mention EMBC. This new program will have a live
reporting system complete with maps and photos of any
recent event. It can all be brought into one system and
shared by all involved in the event. More on this will be
available soon.
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Alton King
Director General
PEP Air - CASARA

The Central Zone had its Evaluation on April 18 where I
met with our new CLO and NCO from 442 Squadron.
Welcome to Captain Bob Evans and Warrant Officer
Dave Knubley. The Eval was a success
in Kelowna. I am pleased to note that the
North West Eval was held May 9th and was also a success although it was a nonflying Eval.
On May 1 - 4th, Fred Carey and I attended the CASARA National Board of
Directors meeting that was held in St John, New Brunswick. Frank Schuurmans
and Doug MacDonald were re-elected into President and Vice President of Plans
and Equipment. At this meeting it was noted that L-Tronics will no longer be
making the LL16 homer, however, they will still support the ones in the field. The
CMS program will have a few changes made to better track the “on call” hours of
our members and we will now be able to expand it to include all members. The
National Military SAREX will be held in Comox September 13 – 18, 2015. PEP
Air will be sending crews to this event.
The CASARA Foundation gave out two $1,000 bursaries. One went to a young
person on Vancouver Island who was very deserving and the other to the Air
Cadet League of Canada. These bursaries are open to anyone in Canada.
Primarily they are for a person who will continue their education in the aviation
field, but not necessarily. Application should be sent to the Foundation President,
Mr. Charles Pachal, 421 Able Place, Kelowna, BC, V1Z 3E1.
For all members, please take a minute and go on-line to the CMS program and
check your personal information. Anytime you make an address, telephone or
email change, it should be updated so you are sure to receive any information
that may be sent out. If you need assistance to get on the CMS program, check
with your Zone Commander for more help and info.
Have a fun and safe summer, and try to attend as many SAR Awareness Events
to support and promote PEP Air-CASARA.
‘That others may live’

Kim (left) and Desiree (right) with Astronaut Wendy Lawrence.
Photo: Doug Barry

Hary Kruisselbrink being
presented with his 40 year
certificate by Zone Commander
Lynn Van Cadsand at the
Smithers Eval in May.
Photo: Henry Ilg.
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VOLUNTEERS
OF THE
YEAR

(From the left): Minister for Justice Susan Anton,
Lou Dery, MLA for Prince George Mike Morris and
Pat Quealey, Assistant Deputy Minister EMBC.

Volunteers of the Year from all of BC's emergency services were honoured
during National Volunteer Week. The Honourable Suzanne Anton (Minister
Responsible) awarded public safety lifeline Volunteer of the Year and
Lifetime Achievement Awards to six recipients from across British
Columbia. They are Moira Clark for emergency social services, from the
northeast district; Lou Dery for Provincial Emergency Program Air
Volunteer of the year, from the Northeast Zone, Prince George; John Howe
for search and rescue, from Squamish, southwest district; Neil Townsend
for radio communications, Vancouver Island; Dave Laramy for Road
Rescue, from the Central Kootenays; and Cindy Heslop for lifetime
achievement, from Vancouver Island.
Minister Anton addressed the House saying, “From all of us across this
province that depend on these volunteers, I would like to offer our deep and
sincere thanks. Because much like saying it takes a whole community to
raise a child, we all know that it takes a whole community of volunteers like
these six award recipients to keep our communities and our province safe.
From our roads, from the air, from water, from across beautiful British
Columbia's back country, these volunteers and the people they represent
keep us safe every day here in British Columbia. I know all members on
both sides of this House will please stand and make them feel welcome and
give them a very loud round of applause.”
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Don McDonald receiving an
award in appreciation for his
three years as the Provincial
Safety Officer, 2011 to 2014.
Presented by Deputy
Director General Fred Carey
at Boundary Bay on
September 21, 2014. Don
had to balance life with
energized little kids and
outdoor management in the
Forestry Service.

(The photo above was erroneously captioned in the last edition of the newsletter.)

Global Television stopped in
at Boundary Bay recently to
do a piece on CASARA.
Here, newly minted Search
Coordinator Paul Monchamp
and pilot Fred Carey discuss
their pending flight.

A group photo of the Canadian Coast Guard’s Assistant Search Master Course in Sydney,
if you look, you’ll find Lou Dery, our Volunteer of the Year in there!

Louis DeJong became a CASARA - PEP AIR
navigator twenty-three years ago. He was always
available, always willing to step in when the call
came to do a search for others in need. He
became our safety officer three years ago and did
a great job. Louis had a long career in aviation,
during this career he worked on the North West
Coast as a commercial pilot. During his career he
earned the nickname "Hurricane Louis".
He was a pleasure to have involved in PEP Air, his
smile was contagious and his willingness was
appreciated. He always had many a tale to tell.
Louis passed away Friday, February 6, 2015.
He will be sorely missed.

Lynn Van Cadsand
Zone Commander
Search Coordinator
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Brian Dunham
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PEP Air has evolved substantially over the past decade.
There have been many improvements and just as many
challenges. It makes one wonder what the future might
hold for our organization and the many dedicated
volunteers that keep it up and running.
All government departments are feeling the pressure of
on-going budget cuts and restraints. This is felt all the way
down the line, right to the volunteer programs that depend
on government funding. We have been somewhat
fortunate so far. National Defence has taken the lion’s
share of the budget hits, which has affected their
operations, training and infrastructure. Yet throughout all
this, the DND fiscal commitment to our organization has
remained unchanged. This is strong evidence that we are
seen as providing a quality service and that we are a value
added resource. Hopefully this insight will continue
through our next national funding agreement.

The fact that funding is tight has led to a requirement for greater accountability, the need to
demonstrate that the Canadian tax payer’s money is being well spent. PEP Air (CASARA) has
foreseen this development and has been steadily working in that direction. It means that we have to
be ever vigilant to ensure our paperwork is completed correctly, completely and promptly, and that
the CMS program is updated in a timely manner. It also means we must foresee training
requirements in advance and plan to maximize the effectiveness of our flight and ground training so
we can ensure as many people as possible are current, at any time. Conversely, it also means we
need to identify those individuals who are seldom current and redirect our attentions to make those
who are making the extra effort to become more proficient.
Resources are one area that continues to be a challenge. In the past decade we have dropped
from slightly less than a thousand volunteers to slightly more than five hundred. We have dropped
from more than a hundred to seventy aircraft. The high cost of operating an aircraft means we are
relying more on rented aircraft than ever before. Our goal remains to provide a high quality product
in each zone for both JRCC and EMBC. To remain effective we must continue to ensure that we
have aircrew, aircraft and military spotters available to carry out our operational SAR mandate.
One thing that has not changed is the dedication and commitment of our volunteers. It is important
to let each and every one of you know that the many hours you contribute are greatly appreciated
and that we should be proud of the work you do. “That Others May Live”.
I commend each and every one of you for a job well done. Thank you for your dedication.
www.embc-air.org

www.embc-air.org

www.embc-air.org
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Are You Thinking about Entering a
SAREX?

Allister Pedersen
Cranbrook PEP Air
Training Officer
After the Cranbrook crew returned from WCS
2014 in Camrose Al King asked, "Was it
worth the cost and time involved?" It was a
great question given the ever-reduced
resources available for our flying hours. My
response to Al was, "It was worth it before we
even departed from Cranbrook for Camrose.”
The entire crew were willing to spend
whatever time it took to excel at the SAREX;
poring over manuals, ground and air homing
practice, mapping, GPS and iPad review and
yes, even reviewing paperwork. So, even
before we departed, the benefits were there.
We had learned a lot and reinforced our skills.
We learned even more at Camrose talking
with the other seventeen crews from Western
Canada. Entering a SAREX is a great
experience and being identified as "Top
Aviators" was an added bonus! The photo
says it all. If you are thinking about entering a
SAREX, then "Just Do It!”

“Top Aviators” at WCS 2014 Camrose

Photo: Al King

Left to right: pilot Dan Shynuk, spotter Louise Shynuk,
navigator Allister Pedersen, spotter Grant Tulloch.

ou have an idea!!!
Do y
Be heard if you have an idea to make
PEP Air a better organization.
Fill out a PEP Air “Safety and
Activity” form with your thoughts
and send it off.
Aft
an
er al
l, it is bet ter to be heard th
be j
.
ust an
other face in the herd
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Left Seat
Musings
Henry Ilg
Provincial Training Officer
As your Provincial Training Officer I had the opportunity to visit each of our six Zones during
the past five months. My partner on these visits was our SARTEC W/O Dave “Knubs” Knubley,
Although our primary purpose was to conduct training sessions, the best part of the trips was
being able to meet many dedicated and highly skilled SAR volunteers.
I hadn’t kept track of long weekends when planning the field training dates. Even during the
middle of a long weekend, many dedicated volunteers gave up their time to attend the training
sessions. I will endeavor to be more aware of long weekends when planning the next series of
visits.
Two of our members deserve special mention. Lou Dery is the North East Zone Deputy Zone
Commander, Assistant Training Officer, Search Coordinator and navigator. Lou is winner of the
2015 Public Safety Lifeline Volunteer Award.
Mack Schat is a North West Zone spotter and arranges drop zone targets when 442 comes to
Smithers to train. ”Drop zone Mack” is the first of three generations of Smithers CASARA
members. During our April 2015 Smithers training visit Mack was presented with his well
earned 40 year service pin by Zone Commander Lynn Vancadsand…who is – his daughter!
A reminder to all CASARA members who have a pilot license. Six years ago Transport
Canada replaced our pilot license card (which never expired) with an ADB (Aviation Document
Booklet) which is only valid for five years. Transport Canada does not send out reminders
when our pilot ADBs are about to expire. Some pilots have been unaware that their pilot “ADB”
has expired. Take this as your reminder to check the expiry date in the inside front page of
your ADB and ensure it is renewed prior to expiry.
“Train like you fly – Fly like you train.” Prepare for every training exercise as if it were an actual
search. You could be tasked for an actual search during or prior to any “practice.” When

Continued on page 11.
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photo you’d
like to show?
Send it along!

Photo from Tina Rahn (YXX) on a
flight over the Utah Salt Flats.
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Photo: Tre

A De Havilland Dove sitting at Chiliwack Airport.
Photo: Doug Barry.

Doug Barry at Girls Fly 2 at Abbotsford last
March, explaining how to use the Little L-per
to a young lady. Photo by Roy Hafeli, H2A2
Airshow Announcer.
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Left Seat Musings
Continued from
page 9.
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attending any exercise always come prepared to fly wearing appropriate outerwear and
footwear (or have them in your vehicle). Runners aren’t acceptable. When planning or starting
an exercise keep an eye on the clock. Our target is to be ready to depart within thirty minutes.
Someone might be out there waiting for us to find them. Work efficiently as a team, focusing
on being fully prepared and into the aircraft as soon as safely possible.
Crew briefing prior to boarding. Pilots using good CRM skills commence the briefing by asking
the crew to speak up immediately if they have any concerns about where and how the aircraft
is flown as well as letting the rest of the crew know if they are experiencing the onset of
motion sickness. Letting the crew know these concerns will be addressed promptly ensures
good crew communication. The “sterile cockpit” phase used by airlines is from engine start to
end-of-climb and start of descent to engine shutdown. Conversation is limited to operational
issues and non-essential conversation is restricted. CASARA flights having a sterile cockpit in
the control zone is a wise idea. The pilot should brief how he would signal the crew and nonessential conversation should be limited.
The briefing usually starts with mention of prop safety and should have a good flow, covering
all required items. A good place for the emergency and evacuation items is at the end of the
briefing. It’s important to specify which crew member will take the fire extinguisher and first aid
kit while exiting rapidly during a post “off-airport arrival”. Also important is to ensure all crew
members know how to operate the ELT and (SPOT if carried). The briefing need not be long
and instructional, merely a review of aircraft specific items such as seat belt, doors, windows
and exit sequence for that aircraft. The crew should have a general knowledge of items to be
briefed and be encouraged to ask questions if they are unsure. Some pilots mention that the
colour red is important and point out critical items such as the red mixture control, red
electrical master switch, red fire extinguisher, red (usually) first aid kit. The bottom of the PEP
AIR #009 – Loading and Safety form lists the Safety Briefing items. All applicable items should
have been covered by the end of the briefing.

Continued on page 16.
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Radio Operator Course
SW Zone
George Nunn
SW Zone Training Officer
and Radio Course Instructor

March 21st 2015 saw ten new radio
operators complete the radio course and
qualify for the Industry Canada
Restricted Operator Certificate –
Aviation (ROC-A). All who attended
passed the exam and have now received
their certificates in the mail!
The one day course consisted of a
thorough review of the study guide, RIC21, and a written exam. After lunch,
more training on the duties and
expectations of the CASARA radio
operators, including hands-on setup and
use of the base station equipment and
handheld radios.
Nine CASARA members and one Air
Cadet attended this course, which now
allows them to operate our CASARA
base station and handheld radios during
training exercises or searches. Each will
receive some on-the-job training with
one of our experienced operators before
they “solo” on base station operator
duties. All were enthusiastic students!
Our new radio operators are: Jim Van
Emmerik, Val Low, Rosemarie
Tirshman, Barb Rusu, Bill Redpath, Jose
Espaillat, Anupam Tyagi, Paula
Struthers, Kathy Kasatkin, Cashtyn
Nunn (Air Cadet, 147 Squadron).

Jose Espaillat on the hand held radio with
Val Low looking on.

Continued on next page.
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Radio Course, continued from previous page.

Jose Espaillat, Barb Rusu
and Kathy Kasatkin trying
out their hand held radios.

Writing the ROC-A exam.

Paula Struthers at the mic.
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CASARA Searches for Two Missing Hikers
On the evening of Saturday, August 10th, CASARA
received a call-out and tasking to search the
Tatogga Lake area for two overdue hikers. The
decision was made for the crew to drive the six hour
trip north of Smithers and use the commercial pilot
from Alpine Lakes Air who is based at Tatogga Lake
and has extensive experience in the area. He is also
a pilot who has trained with the Smithers CASARA
team. The crew left Smithers at 4:00 AM local time.
The weather en route was windy, rainy and socked
in and did not look promising for flying, however
shortly before the crew arrived at Tatogga, the
weather began to lift from the north.
Smithers GSAR (Ground Search And Rescue) had
driven through the night to Tatogga and had an SHQ
(Search Head Quarters) set up at the Tatogga Lake
Resort. After a briefing with GSAR, CASARA and
the pilot, a containment area for the search was
made. The hikers had been dropped by floatplane at
Little Ball Lake in the southern area of Mount Edziza
Provincial Park and were now into the third overdue
day for their pick up at Buckley Lake in the northern
area of the park. The weather had lifted in the
northern end of the containment area, so the
decision was made to put up the CASARA air crew
and begin the search at the north end of Buckley
Lake, then move south doing a creeping line ahead
search pattern. This is a vast area, if the weather
improved, our pilot would advise GSAR taking an
area to search by air with a second plane or
helicopter under the leadership of our Search
Coordinator. A GSAR team from Terrace arrived by
helicopter as the Smithers CASARA crew was
heading to their floatplane.
With a SPOT (a GPS tracking device) and an eTrex
GPS on the dash of the Cessna 206, the navigator,
two spotters and pilot began the search. It was at
the south east of Buckley Lake where they spotted a
person on a dock, then a second person was
spotted in the trees. The Cessna landed at the dock
and the pilot determined that these were the

Lynn Van Cadsand
Zone Commander
Search Coordinator
overdue hikers. The pilot made radio contact with his
base to advise that the hikers were found and safe
and the base relayed that information to the SHQ.
After speaking with the hikers the decision was
made to return the flight crew to the base and return
to pick up the hikers as they were not injured and
had food and shelter. The hikers, both aged 61, were
very tired and emotional when they found out that a
full search was underway for them. They had found
the hike more difficult than expected. They did not
have a satellite phone, SPOT or other form of
communication plan.
Back at SHQ, the teams debriefed as a group. It was
felt that the execution of mobilizing teams, setting up
the SHQ and commencing the search went very
well. There was much discussion about the merits of
communication devices and plans for hikers and
back-country recreationists. The three teams
discussed their own use of communication devices
and made plans to share knowledge with each other.
The Smithers GSAR and CASARA Search
Coordinator were able to seamlessly transfer
information using the newly acquired iPads. The
Tatogga Lake Resort was very accommodating,
providing a room for the SHQ, internet access and
food to the search volunteers, as well as Atco rooms
for sleeping.
Although the search was brief and anti-climactic, it
had the best possible outcome with both hikers safe
and unharmed, and with the added benefit of real life
practice and team building between CASARA and
GSAR.
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Remembering
Bob Brown

CASARA aircraft salute at Bob Brown’s Celebration of Life.
Photo: Doug Barry
To all our CASARA Chilliwack members I am sad to report that Bob Brown has passed away at his home late Monday, December
8th, after his battle with cancer. His wife Joanne was with him. She was his full time caregiver as he was completely bedridden
for the past few weeks. The family held a Celebration of Life service on January 17th, in Chilliwack. Our prayers and
condolences go out to his family: Joanne, sons Mike, David and daughter Susan. Bob will certainly be missed by his family and
friends. He was a big part of our CASARA "family" as well and I am sure most of you will remember spending time with Bob on
numerous searches and training exercises. We have lost a very talented and valuable member who contributed in many ways
over the last fourteen years. He had many friends in the CASARA organization,DND and the aviation community.I was fortunate
to have him as a close friend. He will be missed.
George Nun, SW Zone Training Officer

George Nunn delivers the eulogy at
Bob Brown’s Celebration of Life.

Bob’s flight suit and mementos.
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Left Seat Musings - Continued from page 11.
PEP Air #008 Mission Form – is the Swiss
army knife of forms. The forms committee did
a great job of combining six separate forms
into one. Consider each box on the form as a
separate page. Some common items omitted
or incomplete:
At the top, the aircraft IDENT must include the
full four letter call sign.The next box is the
page with the information about the search
object. The SAR Name field should be
“exercise” or the applicable SAR Name or
JRCC/EMBC task number. Fill in the blanks
with any information you have about the
search object.The departure point is that of
the missing aircraft/boat/person – not the
airport you depart from.
Next is the search planning box.
Altitude/Spacing is above ground, not above
Sea Level. The density altitude field is often
left blank. Density Altitude must be checked
(and recorded) to ensure awareness of
reduced aircraft performance. Filling in all
fields helps to ensure proper planning has
been done.
The debrief section of the form: For planning
subsequent flights JRCC and the Search
Coordinator need to know how much of the
assigned area was overflown, as well as how
effectively the area could be scanned. These
fields are not consistently filled in on forms
recently reviewed.

Photo: Trevor Black
An interesting day at YVR.
With summer weather just around the corner we
need to do our best to ensure a “scent free” zone
for our crews. Good personal hygiene, deodorant
as needed and avoid strong perfumes will be
appreciated by your fellow crew members.

Missed Comms info: Important information
required during the flight. On large scale
searches the VHF frequency may not be the Lastly, be aware of the higher density altitude
usual one we use. Cell contact number can be and reduction of aircraft performance associated
a critical back-up when not in VHF range of
with the hot summer days.
base or high bird.
When sending an OPS NORMAL it’s good
practice to include “BINGO unchanged” or a
revised one if it’s changed. Also a good time to
check that your SPOT is still blinking green
indicating the SPOT batteries are still OK.
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FROM THE DESK OF....
Chuck Henderson
Provincial Safety Officer

Here are some unwritten and some written rules:
Max bank angle of thirty degrees (are you familiar with
your turn radius at this bank?).
No medications that may affect crew member
performance, such as Gravol.
Running shoes and other footwear that have soft
soles and no ankle support are not acceptable.
Close Contour definition: when your aircraft is
unable to out climb the slope of the ground, at right angles to the contours,
and you would be forced to turn more parallel to the contours to maintain assigned search altitude, then you have
crossed over to a Close Contour pattern and high horsepower is required below 1,000' agl.
Search speed should be 90 knots unless unsafe for your aircraft.
Do not turn into rising terrain when this would put you closer to the terrain than your assigned search height.
If you must be assisted into an aircraft then you should stay on the ground. You may become a liability to other
crew members in the event of an accident. Time to become a member of the SHQ team.
If you require medications outside the scope of that allowed for in a Class 3 medical then you should stay on the
ground (puffers, insulin, epi-pen).
Carry what survival equipment you can on your body, in the event of an accident you may not have a chance to
retrieve a backpack or survival kit from the baggage compartment. At a minimum you should have: waterproof
matches, a signal device, and first aid supplies. Butane lighters are hazardous and can leak at altitude. If you've
ever experienced the burning sensation caused by evaporating butane then you will understand why they should
not be carried.
Turn your SPOT “On” before leaving the SHQ and send an initial message. Confirm “Tracking” is on prior to
initial radio contact and before you taxi. SHQ should query a non-report.
Include BINGO and DESTINATION in initial radio call and report any changes at “Ops Normal” calls. Send
first “Ops Normal” reports thirty minutes after “On Task” message and at thirty minute intervals thereafter. This
method is preferred to “On the hour and half hour” reports as it lessen radio congestion.
Optimum search altitude when looking for a person in the water seems to be about 800'.
No flying out of gliding distance to shore, this applies to larger lakes as well as the ocean.
Do you know how far you can glide from 800' ?
Survival kits must be carried on all flights unless you are in radio communication with a ground station and less
than 25 miles from point of departure (CAR 602.61).
Survival kits must contain as a minimum: fire starter, shelter, distress signal, method of purifying water. It must
be supplemented depending on conditions expected during the flight.
Time to open and check your survival and first aid kits. Has anything frozen and spilled?
iPads are intended to supplement your paper map, not replace it.
Pen must still be on the map!!!
Search Coordinators should make a familiarization flight over the search area.
A few of these points will be open to discussion but by following them we will be in a safer environment.
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The first thing that comes to mind when I think of Gary
was his professional manner, for one thing he always
wore his flight suit preparing him for his tasks. Gary
flew with me a number of times during his initial
training fourteen years ago and in his position as spotter
or navigator he always exceeded my expectations.
Gary looked like he was in his comfort zone the way he
conducted himself in a copilot position such as reading
aircraft check lists and looking for traffic. He took on the
role as a classroom instructor a number of times. He also
recently agreed to become an instructor for the CASARA
video trainer based at Boundary Bay.
I usually saw him chatting easily with others during
classroom breaks probably about his ultra-light aircraft,
which he flew regularly.

Gary Morical

His passion for aviation and dedication to the cause will be remembered.
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Two of the Best: Navigator Laurie
Mace (left) and Spotter Jen Lok.

Navigator Laurie Mace and
Spotter Jen Lok doing mission prep.
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As an eight year member of CASARA, volunteering as navigator, I am well aware of the difficulty of
keeping aircraft cabins dry, as well as engine intake and exhaust ports when the aircraft is not in the air.
Space Dryer was found to work extremely effectively in the recreation vehicles and marine Industries. It
has also been tested on aircraft, as well as collector cars and has been accepted as a superior
protection device. Keep your aircraft cabin safe while in storage. The cleanest, greenest and yes, the
safest protection is using the fully portable Space Dryer which is a compact renewable dehumidifier,
designed to keep enclosed interiors dry and fresh. The industrial design ensures ease-of-use, no messy
spills, and is completely renewable.... so there are no refills to purchase!
In conversation with the manufacturer in Washington, we
have created an opportunity to purchase Space Dryer, with
10% of the purchase price to be paid to CASARA SW Zone
Fundraising. There is more information available at
h2outforever.wordpress.com. In a nutshell, here are benefits
of utilizing the Space Dryer portable dehumidifier:
Totally reusable - No disposables to replace
Protects cabin and engine components
Green - Energy efficient - No power needed
No chance to overheat, melt, or catch fire
No leakage - Even when saturated
No spillage - Nothing to tip over
Continues working 24/7
Non-toxic
Safe with pets
No moisture = No mold or mildew
Ends moisture based electronics corrosion
Easy to recharge and re-use - Forever

Ken Melech

You can reach me at the following link:
Ken Melech at bonedry.h2outforever@gmail.com

Notice the gap in the airspace around
Chicago on September 26, 2014, it was the
result of a deliberately set fire by a
disgruntled employee. He was discovered by
paramedics who followed a trail of blood. He
had self-inflicted knife wounds and burns all
over his body. The fire resulted in the
cancellation of more than 2,000 flights in the
Chicago area.
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Mack Schat is a North West
Zone spotter and arranges
drop zone targets when 442
comes to Smithers to train.
”Drop zone Mack” is the first
of three generations of
Smithers CASARA members.
Here Mack is being presented
with his well earned 40 year
service pin by Zone
Commander Lynn
Vancadsand…who is
– his daughter!

Photo: Henry

Ilg.

The Search for Outback Joe
The BBC tech program
Click featured a piece on
the UAV Challenge
Outback Rescue. It is a
contest that requires
UAVs to search
autonomously for and
find Outback Joe who
has been left in the
outback within a radius
of 10 kilometers from
Kingaroy. Once found,
the UAV has to, again autonomously, drop a one litre bottle to Joe....within a 100 metre circle, and to
do all this within one hour. Of the seventy teams that began this quest, only five actually participated
(one was from Toronto)....unfortunately no one was successful. Joe was located by one team but
they could not drop the water. The screen shot on the left is of a computer showing the UAV
autonomously doing a creeping line ahead search. This challenge began in 2007 and seeks to find
ways to find lost bush walkers, locating swimmers in distress (seventy people drown in Australian
waters each year), spot for sharks and count whales.
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The Good Old Days

as seen by C. Pachal
Part 4

As with all organizations you sometimes have good things
happening and of course there are times when you have
not so good things happening.
This happened sometime in the later part of the Seventies.
After a one aircraft RCC search, the pilot who was the Zone
Commander at the time, phoned an executive member and
explained that the cost of his rental aircraft was quite a bit
higher than the PEP/AIR going rate. He stated that he was
going to increase his flying time to compensate for the
difference in the rates. The executive member failed to
advise him that this was illegal, this ended the
conversation. In those years all of our phone calls were
placed through the provincial government system and
monitored.

Charles Pachal joined the RCAF in
1942 and retired from the Canadian
Armed Forces in 1970. He served as
CASARA National President for six
years and has been a member of
PEP Air for over forty-three years.

A tape of this phone call was provided to the PEP/AIR
advisor and the PEP/AIR Air Chief (now called the Director).
The result from this serious incident was the immediate
dismissal of the Zone Commander and a reprimand to the
executive member. We are not very proud of this but this
was not the only incident that happened throughout the
province at the time.
One year 442 Squadron hosted the Zone Commanders'
meeting at a Victoria suburban hotel, unfortunately this

Continued on next page.
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Density Altitude
Know this one, because a high
Density Altitude will result in
Decreased Aircraft Performance.
Density Altitude is affected by
altitude, temperature and to some
extent, humidity....the three H’s:
High, Hot and Humid.
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Charles Pachal being presented with a
forty-five year EMBC pin, the ONLY
forty-five year pin (!) by EMBC
Regional Director Steve Newton who
is also our EMBC Air Coordinator.

The Good Old Days - Continued from previous page.
caused the Friday evening affair to be quite subdued, we missed the Friday evening Happy Hour at the Comox
Officers mess. This was made up at the Saturday evening dinner. 442 squadron provided an open bar for the
total time which included the before dinner get-together and the dinner, and for some time afterwards. In
those years we did have some sort of entertainment after dinner provided by ourselves of course.
After a glorious evening of socializing we all departed to our rooms. It so happened that Bob Goertzen's room
was right next to mine and a gal from Cranbrook, Roberta Taylor, who was a stand-in for the SEA Zone
Commander Dr. John Hall from Castlegar who was on a African year of duty. Bob Goertzen phoned me and
said he wanted to give me something, I stated that all I had on were my shorts and he could come to the door
and hand whatever he had to me. After I answered the door, Bob was a few feet away and as I reached out to
him my door slammed shut. Bob immediately went back into his room and then Roberta came out and
reported to security a naked man was in the hallway. Security arrived, he was aware of the whole setup, and
opened my door. Gads, what a feeling!
We always get even. At the next Zone Commanders' dinner I had purchased a pair of panty hose, and made
them look like they had been used. I called for Roberta to come forward for a presentation. I then said
“Roberta here's your panty hose that you left in my room last night”. Was she ever embarrassed!
A word about Roberta, she was very short, I believe a pilot instructor in Cranbrook. I was told that they had to
put wooden extensions on the rudder pedals so that she could reach the pedals, otherwise a very nice lady.
This puts an end to this phase of the “Good Old Days”, Part 5 will deal with the first days of the formation of
“CASARA”. The years 1970 to 1986 certainly had its ups and downs, but in the end a very viable resource was
made to 442 Squadron in its SAR commitments.
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CASARA National President
Frank Schuurmans being
shown the new
communications package by
Deputy Director Fred Carey
at the CASARA Zone
Commanders meeting in
Richmond on May 23.

Provincial Safety Officer Chuck
Henderson, CASARA National
President Frank Schuurmans and
Director General Al King looking at
a centre section of our new 1:250
map that will be replacing the JOGs
and TOPOs in the near future.
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Left to right:
Brian Dunham,
Rob MacKenzie,
Brian Bishop,
Fred Carey and
Al Kiing in Comox,
taking a break from
the National SAREX
Planning meeting.

This newsletter requires input from you!
So, if you did anything, are, or will be
doing something in your Zone, let me
know (and thereby everyone else) with
a brief and snappy article...remember
however, that this is not the place for
the Great Canadian Novel, “How To”
pieces or those of an instructional
bent. These would best be placed as
links on our website, although
serialized articles are
acceptable...first and foremost, this
is a NEWSletter. Accompanying
interesting photos would be
to me,
m
e
h
t
d
wonderful but they should be
les, sen at
c
i
t
r
a
r
g fo
captioned. Write them, get them to
Black
Lookin
Trevor shaw.ca
me and I’ll do the rest.
chley@
fin

The deadline for the next issue is August 31
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